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Bio-Inspiration

- Diffraction grating 
present in butterfly wing 
scales

- Nanostructure 
composed of “arrays of 
vertically aligned net-like 
skeleton structures”



Motivation and Application

Can we extend the analogy from light to sound?

If we can selectively absorb certain wavelengths, 
then we can engineer more effective sound barriers. 

Highway sound barrier 
https://www.soundfighter.com/applicatio
ns/roads-and-highways/



Sound Absorption 

- past and current research focuses on:
- sound absorption by flexible/porous material

- sound diffusion off of hard surfaces of different 

geometries to improve sound quality

- macro-scale shape and height of sound barrier 

walls along highways 

Figure XXX: Examples of maximum length 
sequence (MLS) acoustic diffusor pattern 
[left] and Quadratic-residue acoustic 
diffusor pattern [right]



Hypothesis

If we design a specimen with lengths that correspond to a 
certain frequency, we will observe greater sound absorption at 

that frequency.



Project Design: Specimen

-characteristic length: 1.7cm

-wavelength of a 10kHz soundwave

-sine curve like structure with the 
branches

-based off the nanostructure of the 
Morpho butterfly



Project Design: Testing Chamber

-20” x 9” x 9” box made of wood

-lined with eggcrate foam 

-wooden substrate to hold 
specimen

- two testing locations
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Project Design



Experimental Design



Experimental Design

● 3 different models 
of 8Ohm Magnetic 
Speaker
○ SP-1504
○ CVS-1508
○ AST-01508MR-R

● ~ 1.7kHz - 20 kHz
● 80-90 dB



Experimental Design



Results and Analysis 

- All percent differences are within 8% of the control intensity. 
- No apparent trend regarding conditions, frequencies, etc.



Sources of Error
- Manufacturing

○ samples chipped off at end in some cases
○ imperfect sample alignment
○ backing material remaining in samples
○ variation between samples

- Air characteristics
○ temperature
○ moisture
○ humidity

- Soundproofing

- Scalability



Next Steps

- Additional testing:
○ other frequencies

○ new dimensions

○ reduce manufacturing errors

- Improve testing environment:
○ acoustic anechoic chamber
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B6SChq1VNbZ0dU1hamxCX1VxR0E/preview


Any questions?



Experimental Design
Sound level equations used to calibrate microphone and scale data from sound 
pressure (AU) to sound pressure (Pa) and sound level (dB)



Preliminary Results

- Preliminary tests suggested that at position 1, up to a 50% sound reduction 
could be achieved with the foam control, 

- Expected to see the proportion of sound detected with the sample decrease 
from the control (a flat piece of wood) - i.e. expected 


